
Hurricanes Over Singapore: Raf, Rnzaf And Nei Fighters In Action Against The Japanese Over The
Island And The Netherlands East Indies, 1942 By Brian Cull It continues the story of the RAF's
gallant but futile attempt to stop the might of the Japanese invasion force in its quest to conquer not
only Singapore but also Sumatra and Java and all the other islands that constituted the Netherlands
East Indies. This expertly researched account the most comprehensive to date and accompanied by
rare photographs is told wherever possible by the pilots themselves the majority of whom were
young and inexperienced. Their efforts should not be forgotten and this book is a dispassionate
tribute to those who fell in battle those who died as prisoners and t Hurricanes Over Singapore: Raf
Rnzaf And Nei Fighters In Action Against The Japanese Over The Island And The Netherlands East
Indies 1942Definitely for the committed. This is the kind of book you read if you are trying to
squeeze everything out of what happened in that part of the Far East at that time without actually
becoming a full time historian / researcher going to original archive material and interviewing
survivors.

Hurricanes over Singapore is the companion volume to the successful Buffaloes over Singapore
published in 2003: The Hurricanes went into action over Singapore on 20 January 1942 and the last
two aircraft made the final flight at Java on 8 March that year, During the intervening time the
Hurricane pilots and ground crew British New Zealanders Australians Canadians Dutch and
Americans gave their all with many making the supreme sacrifice, The majority of survivors would
spend the next 3 1/2 years as prisoners of the Japanese and some of their heart rending stories are
detailed here: Brian Cull I found it hard to put this book down there has been so little coverage of
the war in the air over Singapore. I am definitely going to order the first book in the series Buffaloes
Over Singapore also, Brian Cull A great book that has not gotten enough wider attention: The battle
for Singapore is usually treated as a footnote within the larger description of the war in the Pacific.
This book takes that short intense time period and treats it masterfully. There are a lot of individual
pilot tales interwoven with a general history: To describe this book as well researched seems like an
insult, This book is near the top of books that takes the story and tells it intensely through the eyes
of the participants. I read military history constantly. Brian Cull Enlightening and encouraging view
if human spirit. Brian Cull.


